Doctoral Admission

According to the doctoral regulation degree of 2010

For the departments:
- Business administration
- Economics
- Social sciences
- Social economics

Contact:

Dr. Ulf Beckmann
Managing Director
VMP 5, room 1041, Stairs C
Tel.: 428 38-5563
Fax: 428 38-6322
E-Mail: ulf.beckmann(at)wiso.uni-hamburg.de

Office Hours:
Tuesday: 13:30 - 14:30
Thursday: 10:00 - 11:00
and by appointment

Claudia Salinger
Office / Promotion processing departments business administration and economics
VMP 5, room 1042, stairs C
Tel.: 428 38-4090
Fax: 428 38-9075
E-Mail: claudia.salinger(at)wiso.uni-hamburg.de

Office Hours:
Tuesday - Thursday: 08:30 - 11:30
Wednesday: 14:00 - 15:00
and by appointment

Marisa Shabaz
Office / Promotion processing departments social sciences and social economics
VMP 5, room 1040, stairs C
Tel.: 428 38-3621
Fax: 428 38-9075
E-Mail: marisa.shabaz(at)wiso.uni-hamburg.de

Office Hours:
Monday and Thursday: 15:00 - 17:00
and by appointment
Necessary documents for the doctoral admission:

The following documents are necessary for the doctoral admission:

1. Application to the doctoral committee
2. Proposal for the members of the supervisory committee (first and second member)
3. Exposé of the dissertation in English or German

   Contents:
   - questioning of the dissertation
   - scheme of the state of research
   - time and work schedule
   - aspired doctoral degree

4. Curriculum vitae
5. A declaration if an earlier application for doctoral studies was intended or if you attended doctoral studies at a different university or department
6. Final record of grades / certificates: diploma, masters or magisters record and diploma masters or magisters certificates
7. A declaration of agreement to supervise the doctoral research of an university teacher of the department economic and social sciences including a written statement of opinion regarding the exposé and doctoral degree
8. If needed a proof of appropriate language skills (if there is no graduation in an English or German program)
To the doctoral committee
of the School of Business, Economics and Social Sciences
Graduate School
Von-Melle-Park 5

20146 Hamburg

Application for doctoral admission procedures:

Dear Sir or Madam,

Hereby I _______________________________ apply for doctoral admission procedures according to the doctoral degree regulations of 24.08.10.

Working title of the dissertation:

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Proposal for first member of the supervisory committee: ________________________________

Proposal for the second member of the supervisory committee: __________________________

The valid doctoral degree regulations are familiar to me.

Kind regards

______________________________

Declaration: (Example)

Hereby I, _______________________________ declare that I did not attend a doctoral exam or applied for doctoral admission.

A doctoral admission at a different university or a different department is not in progress.

______________________________
Place/date signature